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1. INTRODUCTION 

In many situations， undesired noise is radiated into the far field. If the noise source is fixed and 

weII defined， it is possible to suppress the radiation scattered by the primary noise source by sur

rounding the noise source with the layer of secondary sources. An altemative is to use secondary 

sources spaced on a square grid to absorb normaIIy incident noise. This concept is known as an 

active noise barrier (ANB). 

In recent years， the e百'ectiveness of the ANB has been confirmed experimentaIly [1] [2]. How

ever， in the same way as with other applications of active noise control (ANC)， the practical imple

mentation of the ANB has its difficulties. In conventional studies of the ANB， the system has been 

focused on point control at an edge of a barrier or at a point around a barrier. AIthough this system 

is e百'ective at the eηor sensor point， effectiveness in the area to be made quiet cannot be expected. 

This means that it is not possible to calculate the cost of the ANB that satisfies a client's require

ments. In order to overcome these difficulties， it is necess紅Y to construct a design method for the 

ANB that enables us to judge the scale of both the barrier and the ANC system. In this paper， we 

propose a design method for the ANB based on the boundary surface control (BSC) principle that 

can generalize the specification of the ANB. Further， the fundamental principle of this method is 

discussed by numerical analysis based on the two-dimensionaI boundary element method (BEM). 
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2. ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL BASED ON THE BSC PRINCIPLE 

Consider a volume Venclosed by a boundary surface S that does not contain a sound source within 

the volume (Fig. l ). The Helrnholtz equation related to acoustic pressure given by (\72+が) p(1')=O 

can be written by the Helrnholtz-Kirchho百 integral equation as， 

必-Jωρovn(1')G(1'18)- p(1')鴇出s

ド(8) 8 E V 
o 8 i V 

、11〆噌Eム/1、

where n is the unit normal vector pointing outwards from the closed surface S.に(r) is the particle 

velocity in the n direction， and has the following relationships with the pressure. 

1θIp(1' ) 
η(1') =一 一一 一一

jωρ。δn (2) 

G(1'18) is the Green function， which is expressed as， 

G(rls)二一伊2) (k Iト札 (3) 

in the two-dimensional sound field. 

Ewe assume the sudace Sin Eq (l) to be divided into lVareas SZ64・・ N)， and the pressu陀p(1')

and particle velocity vn(1' )  as uniform inside Si ， Eq. ( 1) can be approximated by 

S 

p(s) 

γ 

Fig.l Volume Venclosed b.ヲa bound，αry surface S. 
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where， 

乞[gn(rils)p(η) + g(rils)vn(ri)] 
i=1 

g(rils) 

gn(rils) 

(P(s)sεv 
o s i V 

-jwpo Jfsi G州8S'

- Jfs笠許s

(4) 

(5) 

In Eq. (4)， g(rils) and gn(rils) are constants deterrnined by the relative location of each bound訂y

element. Therefore， if the pressure p(r) and the particle velocity vn(ri) are zero， Eq. (4) implies 

that the pressure p(s) becomes zero at all points of the volume V Eq. (4) is exp陀ssed as 

Vri E S p(ri) = 0， Vn(ri) = 0 

=キVs E V p( s) = 0 . (6) 

Eq. (6) suggests from the BSC principle that if the pressure and the particle velocity of all 

control points on the surface S are controlled to zero， it is possible to set a pressure level in all 

positions within a volume V to zero [3l. 

3. APPLlCATION OF BOUNDARY SURFACE CONTROL TO BARRIER 

If the principle of BSC is adopted， the flow of acoustic energy can be reflected on a boundary 

surface where the sound pressure and particle velocity are controlled [5l. In addition， increasing the 

number of secondary sources will improve the control e百 'ect. Therefore， the degree of improve

ment can be forecast from the number of secondary sources in the same way as for a passive 

barrier. 

3.1 Configurations of active noise barriers 

An ANB will have one of the configurations (b)， (c) or (d) in Fig. 2. This paper discusses the ANBs 

(b) and (c) in Fig. 2. The barrier of Fig. 2 (a) is referred to as a passive barrier. 

An ANB is equipped with energy sensors which sense both pressure and particle velocity 
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Secondarv Source 
Ener2V Sensor 

jiLJム
Fig.2 Model 01 active noise bαrrier. (α) passive noise barrier， (b)αc

tive noise bαrrier， (c)(d) combination 01αctive noise barrier and pαs

sive bαrner. 

and secondary sources. The amplitudes of the secondary sources are set to minimize the acoustic 

energy at the sensor positions. Therefore， an ANB reflects acoustic energy from noise at the sensor 

positions. In actual systems， the pressure and the particle velocity should be measured at discrete 

positions on the surface because they cannot be detected at every position. 

The discreteness may be great at a low frequencies but should be small at high frequencies. 

Therefore， even when the barrier size is the same， more sensors are required for higher仕equen

cies. As a large number of sensors makes it necessary to maintain the control effect at more 

positions， the number of secondary sources should be increased at the same time. 

3.2 Determination of the amplitudes of secondary sources 

When there are N noise sources of amplitude A� at position s� (η= 1 to N) and M secondary 

sources of amplitude Aムat position sム(m= 1 to M)， the sound pressure and particle velocity at 

position r can be expressed as follows: 

p(r) 
N M 

2二A�Hp(s�lr) + 2二AmHp(smlr) ， 
π=1 m=l 

N M 

三二A;Hυ(s�lr)十 乞AmHv(smlr) ， 

η=1 m=l 

(7) 

、‘，』，，，T

 
，，，‘‘、制U (8) 

where， H/slr) and Hv(slr) are the transfer functions related to the pressure and the particle ve

locity between s and r. These transfer functions 訂e calculated by BEM. Boundary S of the object 

control area is made discrete for K with the central coordinate of the boundary element as r k and 

the unit normal vector as nk(k = 1…K). Error judgmentζis defined as follows: 
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(9) 442陣+ Iv(rk) 叫12]

4 is an叩ivalent to the acoustic energy on boundary S. To obtain the amplitude of the second的

source that makes Je small， solve the following equation for Am by applying Eq. (7)， Eq. (8) and 

、、EE，rnu

 

tEム，，，a‘、m=l... M 
θJe {"\ 

θAm 

Eq. (9): 

4. NUMERICAL CALCULATION 

4.1 Calculation model 

To check this technique with regard to the feasibility of its principle， numerical calculations were 

made using the two-dimensional BEM. The primary and secondary sources and sensors were ar

ranged in the two-dimensional sound field shown in Fig. 3. The passive barrier position was de

fined as the X-coordinate origin and the ground as the Y-coordinate origin. The prim訂y source was 

installed 7.5 meters in front of the passive barrier， and the secondary source and sensor were 

installed 1 and 0.5 meters in front of the passive barrier， respectively. The ground and barrier are 

assumed perfectly rigid. Therefore， "method of images" were used for the numeric calculations. 

The input signal of the secondary source was determined to rninimize the acoustic energy at the 

sensor position and the sound pressure level was then calculated. The element dimension of the 
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passive barrier was set to 5 cm to satisfy the accuracy requirements at the calculation frequencies. 

The calculation area was set to 5 meters high and 15 meters wide. The sound pressure level was 

calculated every 20 Hz in the range from 10 Hz to 1 kHz. 

4.2 Calculation conditions 

The sound pressure level was measured with 2， 4， 8， and 16 sensors attached at heights of 1， 2， and 

3 meters to the active and passive noise barriers (see (b) and (c) in Fig.2). The height of the passive 

barrier and the height of the sensor are the same. The condition name format is “X + number of 

sensors (secondary sources) + top sensor height + passive barrier height." X16Y30 means that the 

number of sensors is 16， the top sensor height is 3 m， and the passive barrier height is 0 meters (in 

other words， no barrier). The same number of sensors as secondary sources should be installed on 

the X-coordinate axis at equal height intervals. To make all the calculation intervals equal， the first 

sensor from the ground was installed with half the interval for other sensors. 

4.3 Calculation results 

4.3.1 Sound pressure distribution contour 

As an example of calculation results， Fig. 4 shows the sound pressure distribution of the control 

effect at 500 Hz. The barrier height was set to 3 meters and the number of sensors (secondary 

sources) was set to 16 for Fig. 4 (a) and (b)， 8 for Fig. 4 (c) and (d)， and 4 for Fig. 4 (e) and (f). For 
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Fig.4 (a)・(b) Sound pressure distribution contour 01 the control effect at 500 Hz. 
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Fig. 4(b)， (d)， and (η， a passive barrier was used under the conditions of Fig. 4 (a)， (c)， and (e)， 

respectively. In the figure， [0] indicates a secondary source position and [X] indicates a sensor 

position. In Fig. 4 (a) and (b)， use of a barrier does not produce any improvement e百"ect， however， 
use of a barrier produces an improvement the control effect indicated in Fig. 4 (d) compared to that 

indicated in Fig. 4 (c). Compared to Fig. 4 (c)， the control e百ect is greater in Fig. 4 (a) where more 
sensors are used. This is because 8 control points are not enough for sound field control. This 

tendency is more obvious in Fig. 4 (e) and (η. While the ANB shows almost no e百"ect in Fig. 4 (e)， 

the passive barrier apparently attenuates sound in Fig. 4 (0. 

4.3.2 Intensity flow 

Fig. 5 shows intensity flows to confirm that an ANB reflects acoustic energy flow by noise at a 

sensor posltlon. 

Fig. 5 (a) shows intensity flow with 16 control points when an ANB is used with sensors 

placed at a height of 3 m. Fig. 5 (b) shows the intensity flow at 500 Hz when only a passive noise 

barrier at a height of 3 m is used. As in Fig. 5 (b)， the intensity flow in Fig. 5 (a) is reflected at the 

barrier position toward the upper right of the figure. 

The number of control points in Fig. 5 (c) and (d) is 4， fewer than in Fig. 5 (a). Fig. 5 (c) 

shows the intensity flow at 400 Hz and Fig. 5 (d) shows the intensity flow at 600 Hz. As in Fig. 5 

(a)， the acoustic energy flow in Fig. 5 (c) is reflected， however， in the case of in Fig. 5 (d) when an 
ANB is used， the acoustic energy passes through the barrier and it has no effect. The sensor pitch 
is 57 cm in both Fig. 5 (c) and (d) but the calculated wavelength is 85 cm in Fig. 5 (c) and 57 cm in 

Fig. 5 (d). To reflect the intensity flow， the sensor pitch should be smaller than the wavelength of a 

sound to be controlled. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

If an ANB is used according to the design rules explained in this paper， its performance can be 

designed independently to that of a passive noise barrier. To increase the noise reduction e百"ect， the 

sensor pitch should be reduced. For ANC control， the sensor pitch should be smaller than half the 

wavelength of the target noise. If the ANB produces a control e百"ect， the noise level can be reduced 

by 10 dB or more compared to the case of a passive barrier alone. Even when the noise frequency 

is low and the sensor pitch is reduced to decrease the number of sensors， using a passive barrier 

together with an ANB ensures a sound insulation e百ect (by the conventional passive barrier) even 

at high frequencies where no control effect can be expected. Lastly， if the restrictions on installa

tion area are eased， it is preferable to extend the interval between secondary source and e汀or

sensor and to place the sound sources along the wave front created by the primary source. 
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